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The release of 3585 is an exemption from the 14 CFR 121 weather control requirements originally requested by Peoples Express. Many airlines have requested similar approval, and here is an example of regulations.gov for Air Transportation International. The release that they requested and were approved for was: ... exemption from
121.613, 121.619 (a) and 121.625 from Section 14, The Code of Federal Rules (14 CFR) is to the extent necessary to send planes in accordance with the rules of flight of the instrument, when the conditional formulations in the one-time increase of the weather forecast indicate that the weather at the destination, alternative airport or both
airports may be below the permitted weather minimums, when at other times the weather will be at or above the permitted weather minimums. In other words, if there are conditional or temporary weather conditions that are below the minimums at the destination or alternative airport on flight ETA1.2, where the flight usually cannot be
released, they can depart under the 3585 release as long as the second alternative, which is above the required minimums3 is served in terms of flight and enough fuel is carried out to reach the long-term alternative plus the required 45 minutes of reserve. There are a few other requirements too (training, manual and OpSpec changes,
etc.) but you can take a look at the email to see them. The exemption must be requested and approved by the FAA for every carrier that wants to use it. 1 Predicted weather conditions at the destination airport should not be less than half of the minimum visibility set for the instrument approach procedure, which is expected to be used in
destination 2 Forecast weather conditions at the first alternative airport should not be less than half of the alternate minimum weather ceiling and visibility values specified in the operating specifications of ATI for this airport 3 in relation to the second alternative airport, specified in the flight release in accordance with this exception,
METAR, appropriate TAF increments time, or any combination of them for that airport must indicate in the main body part and comments section of METAR or TAF that the weather forecast will be at or above the alternative airport weather minimum ceiling and visibility value specified in the ATI operations specification for this airport 1
Rory Salisbury - Dispatcher/Dispatch/Dispatch We at Mesa Airlines would like to extend a warm thank you to the National Weather Service. 3 Mesa Airlines Approximately 200 aircraft in our fleet Category 1 AirlineGroup 1 and group 2 of 4 Mesa Airlines Aircraft Approximately 80% of the work of dispatchers is focused around weather and
weather products. 5 Mesa Airlines Towers / FAA programs will try to follow NWS projections. AADC is based on forecast and traffic. 6 Mesa Airlines FAR 121.619 - Alternative airport for destination (1) The ceiling will be at least 2,000 feet above the airport height; and (2) Visibility will be at least 3 miles. 7 Mesa Airlines 121.617 -
Alternative Airport to meet alternative weather lows 8 Mesa Airlines FAR 121.625 - Alternative Airport Weather MinimumsFAA mandates, that all parts of the 121 carriers create alternative weather minimums based on the method that is approved in the Certificate of Owners of Operations Specification (Ops. Specifications) 9 Mesa Airlines
Mesa Airlines is entitled to receive alternative weather minimums through rule 1 navaid, 2 navaid. 10 Mesa Airlines One navaid rules say that for airports with only one navigation assistance and or one runway allowed for our operations, Mesa Airlines will add 400' to HAT and 1sm to the lowest allowed categories of 1 landing minimums for
airport use. 11 Mesa Airlines Two Navaid Rules states that if there are two separate operational navaids with two different frequencies and two separate runways suitable for our type of operations, then we will add 200' to HAT and 1/2 sm to the lowest suitable category one landings for airport use. 12 Mesa Airlines Whenever a circling
maneuver is required, one rule of the navoids will be used. 13 Mesa Airlines For example KPSP lows for category C and D speeds is 1936' 3sm. Thus, for the sake of alternating only with the circle to the ground approach weather mines will be 2400' and 4sm 14 Mesa Airlines FAR - states that no aircraft will be sent if the dispatcher for
this flight is fully familiar with all the weather conditions that are reported or predicted for the entire flight route to be sent. 15 Mesa Airlines Mesa Airlines Low Category 1 landing lows of 1/2 sm and 200' HAT 16 Mesa Airlines Examples to go or not go decision based on the weather forecast only 17 Mesa Airlines Release 3585100%
landing minimums should be predicted by the arrival time of the main authority forecast. If 50% of landing lows are forecast at a rate or conditional statement, then we can fly to the destination under the release of 3585 18 Mesa Airlines Below is an example of going situation with a standard alternative arrival time of 2120z; TAF KDFW -
KT P6SM FM KT 1SM OVC020 FM KT P6SM SCT300 19 Mesa Airlines Below is an example of the forecast no with the arrival time 0801z Updated 1355 UTC 105 Dec TAF KEUG - VRB03KT P6SM FM KT 1/4SM FG BKN001 20 Mesa Airlines Below is an example of a situation to go based on the exclusion of 3585 arrival times1830z;
TAF KBWI G20KT 3SM -SHRA BR SCT012 OVC025 TEMPO 1821 VRB03KT 1/4SM -RA BR BKN012 FM G28KT 4SM -SHRA BKN025 21 Mesa Airlines under the release of 3585 will be provided by two deputies. Both deputy deputies meet alternative weather minimums. 22 Mesa Airlines Area forecastsIt's common for a dispatcher to
have a plane with non-operational anti-ice or anti-ice equipment, area forecasts help determine whether or not to go situation 23 Mesa Airlines We at Mesa Airlines would like, once again thank the National Weather Service for giving us time to talk here today. 24 Mesa Airlines Rory Salisbury COexpress Subject Author Communications:
31 Joined: St. May 30, 2001 12:51 p.m. Thurs May 01, 2003 6:19am Can someone clarify the rules for alternates and the 2nd alternative for 121 carriers. First, T/O Alternative. I totally understand that one. For DESTINATION alternates when it is needed? The basic 123 rules are still true here just like pt 91. Now, I can't figure out when
sec. Alt. what airports will be suitable for use. I'm familiar with exemp. 3585, but I don't know how it all comes together. Can anyone explain this in the simplest words, please? m717 Posts: 540 Joined: W Dec 31, 2002 1:01pm Thu 01, 2003 6:52am I'll try, but please note: there are no easy terms when dealing with this topic! As the rule of
reading about the destination alternative is that for each flight departed under Part 121, you must list at least one alternative for each destination airport, EXCEPT, that no alternative is required if.... (basic rule 1-2-3). A second alternative (FAR 121.619) is required, where the weather forecast for the destination and the first deputy is
marginal. Our company defines the limits as: appointment - visibility at lows for the expected approach; alternative - visibility and ceiling on alternative minimums listed in operation specifications (Ops Specs), Para 55-1. Release 3585 gives companies permission to send to their destination and alternative that would otherwise be banned
by FAR 121.613, 121.619 (a) and 121.625, because weather forecasts contain conditional observations such as TEMPO, PROB or BECMG, which are below lows. Keep in mind that when using Exemption 3585, the bulk of the forecast should always be above the minimums for the destination and deputy. Only the conditional part of the
forecast may be below the published lows. If so, a second deputy should be specified, and this forecast, as the main body and conditional observations, should correspond to the alternative minimums prescribed in the Ops specifications. In addition, to send in accordance with Exemp 3585, conditional comments for appointment and first
deputy may not be less than half the required minimums for the expected approach. For example, if you expect to be able to use ILS at your destination, and it has visibility 1/2 mile, the conditional forecast observations can't list anything less than the visibility of 1/4 mile. Finally, according to FAR 121, any selected alternative airport must
as an alternative airport in the company's operating specifications. (Edited 2003-05-01 00:00:49)   OPNLguy Messages: 11191 Joined: W June 15, 1999 11:29am Thurs May 01, 2003 8:04am Re: Identify marginal alternative, in my place we use 600-2. Beautifully stated answer, M717. We can give you an honorary dispatch...   ALL
opinions, opinions expressed are mine only and are not representative of those that share Southwest Airlines Co.   ScooterTrash Posts: 553 Joined: Thu Aug 02, 2001 10:39am Thu May 01, 2003 10:32am Grand Response M717! OPNLguy: It's interesting about the 600-2 definition of marginal. Are you sending FAR 121? In my shop, the
marginal weather ceiling and visibility equals landing lows at the arrival airport. For alternates, the ceiling is the limit, and visibility is equal to the values received. I wonder how everyone does it differently! edited for typos Edited 2003-05-01 03:52:34 OPNLguy Messages: 11191 Joined: W June 15, 1999 11:29am Thu May 01, 2003 1:40pm
qgt; Absolutely! ALL opinions, opinions expressed by my only and are not representative for those who share Southwest Airlines Co. Users view this forum: No registered users and 16 guest guests faa exemption 3585 explained
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